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Abstract- A quasi-optimal query propagation algorithm Bi-Filtered Forwarding (BFF) for quickly 
routing a query throughout a wireless sensor network is proposed in this paper. BFF is implemented in 
a limited flooding manner for guaranteeing quick query propagation and low message consumption in 
wireless sensor networks. The experimental results show that in comparison with the flooding 
algorithm, BFF can greatly reduce the redundant message consumption during the procedure of real 
time query propagation throughout a wireless sensor network. 
 
Index terms: Real time routing, distributed query processing, query propagation, constrained flooding, 
wireless sensor networks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A wireless sensor network is a distributed system consisting of mobile routers connected by 
wireless links, where the sensor nodes have the characteristics of limited energy and confined 
communication bandwidth. Thus it is significant for a wireless sensor network to have the 
capability of quickly routing the query submitted on a node to all the other nodes (which possibly 
know or partly know the results of the query) while keeping the message consumption caused by 
the routing as little as possible for the purpose of the energy saving. 
Nowadays, the flooding algorithm is widely used for the query routing described above because 
of its distinctive advantages such as high reliability, high node coverage rate and low response 
delay. However, the flooding algorithm always introduces too much message consumption due to 
its redundant message forwarding between nodes in the network. 
To save the message consumption of the routing while still maintaining the time constraints to 
the routing, we manage to propose the Bi-Filtered Forwarding (BFF), a kind of limited flooding 
algorithm for routing the query submitted by any node to all the other nodes in a wireless sensor 
network, with real time routing and less message forwarding traffic caused. 
The organization of the paper is organized as follows. After a general introduction of state-of-the-
art solutions on how to effectively and efficiently deliver a query throughout a wireless sensor 
network in section II, the design inspiration of the Bi-Filtered Forwarding (BFF) is introduced 
and discussed in section III. In section IV, the BFF algorithm implemented by the necessary local 
data structures, the related message structures and the main event-driven procedures is proposed. 
The various kinds of experiments are designed and the results are analyzed in section V. The 
paper is concluded in section VI. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
Nowadays, applications built on wireless sensor networks always need distributed query 
processing [1, 2], while the distributed query processing demands real time routing and low 
energy consumption [3, 4]. In other words, there are two new challenges for the route protocol 
design: one is routing with low response delay, the other is routing with low energy consumption. 
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On the one hand, for the challenge of routing with low response delay, tree-based routing 
methods are proposed. For example, Liang et al. [5] proposed a top-k query evaluation algorithm 
with low routing response delay for wireless sensor networks, where a routing tree is firstly found 
and then the query evaluation is done on the tree for answering a top-k query committed on a 
sensor node. Pervin et al. [6] proposed a spanning tree construction method that reduces the 
routing response delay as well as energy consumption in query execution. By virtue of the 
optimal operator placement with minimum communication cost overhead, Chatzimilioudis et al. 
[7] constructed and optimized a query routing tree for aggregate query evaluation. Similarly as 
the above tree-based routing methods, Kang et al. [8] proposed an in-network query method, 
IQM, which divides a query region into several cells according to the distribution of sensor nodes 
and builds a quad-tree, and then processes aggregate queries in parallel for each cell region 
according to routing. 
For real time routing without the construction of any kinds of query routing tree, Ahmed et al. [9] 
proposed a real time routing protocol where each node made the forwarding decision by taking 
into account of the link quality, packet delay time and the remaining power of next hop sensor 
nodes. Gao et al. [10] introduced the routing optimization algorithm with the help of the ant 
colony algorithm. Similarly, Kim et al. [11] proposed a multi-path routing for QoS aware mobile 
ad-hoc networks based on the ant colony optimization technique. Through the routing protocol, 
data packets are adaptively distributed through the established paths while maintaining an 
acceptable level of QoS requirement. Specially, the protocol has the adaptability to real time 
traffic conditions of an ad-hoc network.  
As another main class of real time routing schemes, the flooding-based routing is good at 
delivering the query message throughout the network with little routing response delay. For 
example, Sausen et al. [12] made use of a broadcast backbone for real time routing. To saves the 
message consumption for query propagation, the backbone is carefully chosen for energy 
efficiency. Yen et al. [13] proposed a routing algorithm with adaptive path and limited flooding 
for mobile ad hoc networks. Similarly, Zhang et al. [14] proposed another flooding-based kind of 
routing algorithm, ripple routing, for saving the routing response time and the message 
consumption for route discovery. 
On the other hand, for the challenge of low energy consumption for route discovery in wireless 
sensor networks, energy-efficient routing protocols have also been widely studied under the 
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environment of wireless sensor networks [15, 16]. For example, to find an efficient way to reduce 
the energy consumption for route discovery and consequently prolong the network lifetime, Yin 
et al. [17] proposed a centralized routing method called LEACH-DE which outperformed 
LEACH and LEACH-C in the aspects of reducing the overall energy consumption and prolong 
the network lifetime.  
Different from the idea in [17], Mohapatra et al. [18] developed a joint policy involving routing 
and node replacement decisions for the energy saving. Riva and Finochietto [19] proposed a 
probabilistic pheromone-based in-network processing scheme, PhINP, to monitor information on 
wireless sensor networks in an energy-efficient way. Actually PhINP took advantage of both 
query-based in-network filtering to select nodes to answer, and a pheromone-based strategy to 
direct queries towards nodes with relevant readings. Similarly, Ye et al. [20] developed an 
algorithm for distributed processing of probabilistic top-k queries in cluster-based wireless sensor 
networks. By virtue of inter-cluster query processing with bounded rounds of communications, 
the algorithm achieved the goal of reducing the data transmissions and consequently the energy 
consumption for the query routing.   
For energy efficient routing which overcomes the hole problem to routing in wireless sensor 
networks, Chen et al. [21] proposed a so-called Mobicast routing protocol for data collection in 
underwater sensor networks having the characteristics of low communication bandwidth, large 
propagation delay, and ocean current. Preethi and Sumathi [22] proposed an on-demand routing 
with void avoidance (ODVA) routing protocol to overcome the hole problem and ensure the load 
balancing. ODVA achieved the goal of a high packet delivery ratio, a long network lifetime and 
efficient usage of energy in comparison with other prevalent schemes. As another example for 
overcoming the hole problem, Cheng et al. [23] proposed a highly topology adaptable ad hoc 
routing protocol with complementary preemptive link breaking avoidance and path shortening 
mechanisms. To be noticed, in comparison with the above hole-avoidance routing protocol, 
broadcast-based routing can handle the hole problem without introducing extra message 
consumption in wireless sensor networks. 
Based on the above stat-of-the-art research on the routing algorithms for query propagation in 
wireless sensor networks, we manage to propose the Bi-Filtered Forwarding (BFF), for quickly 
routing the query submitted by any node to all the other nodes in a wireless sensor network, with 
low routing response delay and low message consumption as well. 
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III. THE INSPIRATION OF THE BI-FILTERED FORWARDING ALGORITHM 
 
Most of the applications built on a wireless sensor network demand an effective and efficient 
query propagation algorithm for transmitting a query message hop by hop from one specified 
node to all the other nodes so that each node of the network can be queried at least once in the 
network. To achieve the above goal, flooding-based routing algorithms are always applied 
because of their distinctive advantages such as high routing reliability, high node coverage rate 
and low delay of query delivery. Actually, under flooding-based routing algorithms, nodes 
forward the query message unconditionally in a parallel manner, and the query message can be 
delivered quickly hop by hop throughout the whole network. 
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Figure 1.  The procedure of a query propagation directed by a flooding-based routing algorithm 
 
However, flooding-based routing algorithms always introduce redundant message consumption 
for the query propagation throughout the whole network. As an example, figure 1 shows how a 
flooding-based routing algorithm helps a query node A propagate a query to all the other nodes in 
a wireless sensor network. Actually, under the control of the flooding-based routing algorithm, A 
starts the query propagation by broadcasting the query message to A’s one-hop neighbors. Then 
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the node who receives the query message forwards the message to all its one-hop neighbors. The 
above message forwarding continues until all the nodes have received the query message once. 
As seen from the figure 1, the message forwarding covers the whole network topology within just 
6 hops of message forwarding and the messages consumption for the query propagation is 18 
(because all the 18 nodes are designated as forwarders for message broadcasting). 
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Figure 2.  The procedure of a query propagation directed by an optimal routing algorithm 
 
For the optimization of the query propagation shown in figure 1, some of the nodes must be 
designated to be non-forwarders who will never forward any query messages. As an example 
shown in figure 2, the optimal routing algorithm only needs 7 forwarders for forwarding the 
query message to all the other nodes in a wireless sensor network. Actually, for the optimal 
routing algorithm executed in the network scenario shown in figure 2, the node coverage rate is 
100% after just 5 hops of message forwarding, and the message consumption is 7 because only 7 
nodes are designated as forwarders for message broadcasting. To be noticed, here the redundant 
message consumption is 0 (because any 6 forwarders chosen from the network are not able to 
fulfill the query propagation throughout the whole network), that is to say, at least 7 forwarders 
are required for the query propagation throughout the whole network. 
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Figure 3.  The procedure of a multi-hop query propagation directed by the BFF routing algorithm 
 
Inspired by the optimal routing algorithm addressed above, we propose a constrained-flooding 
algorithm, called Bi-Filtered Forwarding (BFF), for the distributed resource query processing in a 
wireless sensor network.  
As illustrated in figure 3, BFF begins with the query node A broadcasting a query message. At 
the first hop of message forwarding when the node B, C, D receives the query message 
respectively, only the node C is authorized by the two filters and designated as a forwarder (the 
description of the two filters and the authorization procedure is described in the following 
section). The node C then, as a forwarder, broadcasts the received message to its one-hop 
neighbors. Similarly, at the second hop of message forwarding when the “fresh” node F and G 
(who never receive the message before) receive the query message, they all get the authorization 
of the two filters and forward the message. At the last (sixth) hop of message forwarding, all the 
nodes have received the query message once.  
To be noticed, in contrast with the optimal routing algorithm mentioned in figure 2, controlled by 
the proposed BFF routing algorithm, the node coverage rate is 100% after 6 hops of message 
forwarding, and the message consumption is 12 because 12 forwarders are designated as 
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forwarders for message broadcasting. According to the analysis in figure 2, the redundant 
message consumption is thus 12 – 7 = 5. That is to say, the proposed BFF routing algorithm 
consumes 5 extra unnecessary message broadcastings for the query propagation throughout the 
network. In comparison, the redundant message consumption caused by the flooding-based 
routing algorithm mentioned in figure 1 is 18 – 7 = 11 which is larger than that caused by the 
proposed BFF routing algorithm. 
 
IV. THE BI-FILTERED FORWARDING ALGORITHM 
 
a. Introduction of the two filters: the top-filter and the bottom-filter 
As mentioned in figure 2, to meet the goal of eliminating redundant message consumption, the 
optimal routing algorithm has to increase the amount of non-forwarders as much as possible. 
Considering the non-forwarders in the network scenario shown in figure 2, 63.6% of the non-
forwarders’ connectivity degree is 3, while only 9.1%, 18.2%, and 9.1% of the non-forwarders’ 
connectivity degree is 1, 2, and 4 respectively.  
Therefore, a good routing algorithm for the query propagation can by found by converting most 
of the forwarders whose connectivity degree is not too high or too low into non-forwarders.  
As analyzed above, the bi-filtered forwarding algorithm (BFF) is proposed by introducing two 
filters, a “top-filter” and a “bottom-filter”, for propagating the query message throughout the 
network. Actually, on the one hand, the so-called “top-filter” is used to guarantee that only the 
node with high connectivity degree could become a forwarder to route the query message to all 
the other nodes so as to reduce the message redundancy. 
On the other hand, if the query message is only forwarded by the nodes with high connectivity 
degree, the query message may not be forwarded to all the nodes in a sparse wireless sensor 
network. Thus to promise 100% node coverage rate, the so-called “bottom-filter” is also 
introduced into BFF to guarantee that the node with low connectivity degree (at least 2) could 
also be a forwarder.  
Based on the two filters addressed above, BFF can accomplish not only low message redundancy 
but also 100% node coverage rate in a small amount of message forwarding traffic. 
Before implementing the Bi-Filtered Forwarding algorithm (BFF), the message structure and the 
necessary variables installed on each node must be specified in the following.  
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b. The message structure used by BFF and the variables installed on each node 
Actually, the message used by BFF contains the following five components. 
(1)TYPE: the type of the message. “0” means a “Hi” message; “1” means a “Query” message to 
be propagated throughout the network;  
(2) src: the node who sends the message. 
(3) sQuery: the query string expressed in SQL. It is invalid if TYPE = 0; 
(4) bFilter: the bottom-filter. It is invalid if TYPE = 0; 
(5) tFilter: the top-filter. It is invalid if TYPE = 0; 
 
Table 1: The “nbr-hi” procedure is responsible for making the connectivity degree up-to-date 
 
Procedure nbr-hi() 
Begin 
X  the node who receives the message; 
msg  the message received; 
if (msg.TYPE = 0) /* it’s a “Hi” message sent by a neighbor */ 
 if msg.src  X.nbr[] 
  T_NODE* one = new T_NODE; 
one.nid  msg.src; 
one.timestamp  now(); 
X.nbr  X.nbr[] + one; 
X.conn  X.conn + 1; 
 else  /* Assume msg.src = X.nbr[i] */ 
  X.nbr[i].timestamp  now(); 
 endif 
endif 
End 
 
Also, the following three local variables have to be maintained up-to-date on each node X. 
(1) X.visited, a boolean variable indicating whether or not the node X has been visited by a 
“Query” message. This variable is set to 0 by default in the boot-up time of each node. 
(2) X.conn, an integer variable representing the connectivity degree of the node X. This variable 
is set to 0 by default in the boot-up time of each node. 
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(3) X.nbr[], a set contains the current neighbor list. The scheme of the list “nbr” conforms to the 
“T_NODE” structure <nid, timestamp>, where “nid” refers to the identification of one of X’s 
neighbors, “timestamp” refers to the last time when the neighbor broadcasts a “Hi” message. 
Having the above prerequisites, the BFF routing algorithm can be implemented on each node in a 
message-driven mode. 
 
c. Event-driven “nbr-hi” procedure installed on each node 
Anytime when a node manages to join the ad hoc network, it initiates a “Hi” message with its 
TYPE = 0, and then broadcasts the message to its one-hop neighbors. 
On receiving the “Hi” message, the node “X” executes the “nbr-hi” procedure which is specified 
in table 1 for updating its neighbor list and its connectivity degree. 
 
d. Event-driven “nbr-check” procedure installed on each node 
By calling the “nbr-check” procedure specified in table 2, each node checks its neighbor list at 
every t seconds to see if some of its neighbors should be eliminated. 
 
Table 2: Every t seconds, the “nbr-check” procedure is called to eliminate the dead neighbors 
 
Procedure nbr-check 
Begin 
k  X.conn; 
for (i=1 to k) 
 if (X.nbr[i].timestamp – now() > t) 
  X.nbr[]  X.nbr[] – X.nbr[i]; 
X.conn  X.conn – 1; 
 endif 
endfor 
End 
 
e. Event-driven “bi-filtered-forwarding procedure” installed on each node 
Having the connectivity degree maintained by the “hi procedure”, each node can then perform the 
distributed bi-filtered forwarding procedure at any time. Actually when the query node A initiates 
a resource query, it broadcasts a resource query message “msg” to its one-hop neighbors. Then 
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when a node X receives the message “msg”, it performs the following “bi-filtered forwarding” 
procedure as implemented in table 3. 
 
Table 3: Once a node X receives a message, the “bi-filtered forwarding” procedure is called 
 
Procedure bi-filtered-forwarding 
Begin 
X  the node who receives the message; 
msg  the message received; 
if (msg.TYPE = 1) /* it’s a “Query” message sent by a neighbor */ 
 if (X.visited = false) 
  X.visited  TRUE; 
  if ( isCandidate(msg.bFilter, msg.tFilter, X) ) 
   int d1  distance( X, msg.src ); int d2   0; 
   for ( int i = 1 to X.conn ) 
    if ( isCandidate(msg.bFilter, msg.tFilter, X.nbr[i]) 
&& distance1 < distance(X.nbr[i], msg.src) ) 
     d2  distance( nbr[i], msg.from ); 
break;     /* break from the loop */ 
    endif 
   endfor 
   if (d2 == 0 ) /* The distance of the node X to the node msg.src is the largest */ 
    X.isForwarder  TRUE; 
X broadcasts the query message to all its one-hop neighbors; 
   else  
    X.isForwarder  FALSE;  
Drops the query message; 
   endif 
  else /* X is not a candidate node for message forwarding*/ 
   Drops the query message; 
  endif 
 else  /* X has received the message more than once*/ 
  Drops the query message; 
 endif 
endif 
End 
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Table 4: The function “isCandidates” called by the “bi-filtered forwarding” procedure 
 
BOOL isCandidate(int bFilter, int tFilter, T_NODE* n) 
Begin  
 if (n.conn < bFilter and n.conn >1) || (n.conn > tFilter) then 
  n.isCandi   TRUE; 
return  TRUE; 
 else 
  return FALSE; 
 endif 
End  
 
Through the above “bi-filtered forwarding” procedure described in table 3, with just a small 
amount of redundant message forwarding, the query message submitted by any node can be 
propagated  quickly throughout the whole ad hoc network. 
 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Before testing the performance of the BFF algorithm in comparison with the flooding-based 
routing algorithm, we construct two scenarios of wireless sensor networks with different node 
connectivity degrees. The first scenario has 25 nodes and the average connectivity degree of each 
node is 3.5; the second scenario has 45 nodes and the average connectivity degree of each node is 
5.  
Then the following experiments are designed and the experimental results are analyzed 
respectively. 
 
a. Message consumption caused by the flooding algorithm and the BFF algorithm 
Considering the message consumption after each hop of message forwarding for the query 
propagation, we can know that BFF works better than the flooding algorithm. As shown in figure 
4, when the message delivery traffic covers 100% of the nodes in the network after 7 hops of 
message forwarding, the flooding-based routing algorithm consumes 6090 messages which are 
1.38 times of that consumed by BFF. That is to say, BFF can save more than 27.5% of messages 
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consumed by the flooding-based routing algorithm while still keeping the 100% node coverage 
rate. 
 
Figure 4.  The message consumption accumulated in hops of message forwarding under the 
flooding algorithm and the BFF algorithm respectively 
 
b. Redundant message consumption caused by the flooding-based routing algorithm and the BFF 
routing algorithm 
As shown in figure 5, the experiment begins with a specified node broadcasting a message to its 
neighbors, and the query propagation is controlled by the flooding algorithm. The result shows 
that in both of the network scenarios the flooding-based routing algorithm takes no more than 7 
hops of message forwarding for delivering the query message to all the nodes in the network. 
To see the redundant message consumption accumulated after each hop of message forwarding in 
the flooding-based routing algorithm, figure 6 illustrates that in the first hop of message 
forwarding only a small amount of redundant messages is accumulated, but after that the 
redundant message consumption increases rapidly with the number of hops increases. That is 
because in the flooding-based routing algorithm some unnecessary forwarders are involved in the 
message delivery. Actually, as shown in figure 6, after the seventh hop of message transmission 
when the message has arrived at every one of the nodes in the network, the redundant message 
consumption accumulated is above 50% of the overall message consumption, which means more 
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than a half number of messages caused by the flooding-based routing algorithm are unnecessary 
for the query propagation. 
 
Figure 5.  The redundant message consumption at each hop of message forwarding in the 
flooding-based routing algorithm 
 
 
Figure 6.  The redundant message consumption accumulated after each hop of message 
forwarding in the flooding-based routing algorithm 
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To compare the routing performance between the flooding-based routing algorithm and the BFF 
algorithm, the redundant message consumption after each hop of message forwarding caused by 
the flooding-based routing algorithm and the BFF algorithm respectively are traced in figure 7.  
 
Figure 7.  The redundant message consumption accumulated in hops under the flooding 
algorithm and the BFF algorithm respectively 
 
It is seen from the figure 7 that from the third to the sixth hops of message forwarding the 
redundant message consumption caused by the flooding-based routing algorithm increases 
sharply as the number of hops of message forwarding increases. 
In comparison, BFF doesn't introduce any redundant messages during the first hop, and the 
number of redundant messages grows slowly with the increase of the amount of hops, especially 
after the forth hop of the message forwarding.  
In summarization, BFF consumes only a small amount of redundant messages and on the 
contrary the flooding-based routing algorithm consumes 2.8 times of the redundant messages 
generated by BFF. In other words, compared with the flooding-based routing algorithm, BFF can 
save more than 64.29% of the redundant messages consumption for the query propagation 
throughout the network.  
To be in more detail, as shown in figure 4 and figure 7, the message consumption and the 
redundant message consumption of the BFF algorithm is 27.5% and 64.29% less than that of the 
flooding-based routing algorithm respectively.  
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To be noticed, the above experiments also show that the configuration of the top-filter and the 
bottom-filter can greatly influence the performance of BFF. Actually, when the top-filter and the 
bottom-filter are reconfigured before each of the above experiments, the result shows that a 
higher top-filter or a lower bottom-filter may raise the redundant message consumption, while a 
higher bottom-filter or a lower top-filter may decrease the node coverage rate of the routing when 
the node is distributed sparsely in the network.  
Fortunately, when the top-filter equals to the average node connectivity degree of the network 
and the bottom-filter equals to 2, BFF shows a 100% node coverage rate and the least amount of 
redundant message consumption in various scenarios of wireless sensor networks. 
Furthermore, with that good performance, the BFF algorithm also shows a good node coverage 
rate in comparison with the flooding-based routing algorithm, which is proved in the following 
experiment. 
 
c. Comparison of the node coverage rate under the flooding-based routing algorithm and the BFF 
routing algorithm 
As shown in figure 8, after the forth or the fifth hop of message forwarding, the node coverage 
rate of BFF is a bit less than that of the flooding-based routing algorithm, but both of them 
become 100% after the sixth hop of message forwarding, which shows that the delivery speed of 
BFF is just a bit slower than that of the flooding-based routing algorithm. 
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Figure 8.  The percentage of the nodes (the node coverage rate) after each hop of message 
forwarding caused by the flooding algorithm and the BFF algorithm respectively 
 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we compare and analyze the routing characteristics of the flooding-based routing 
algorithm and that of the optimal routing algorithm for the query propagation in a wireless sensor 
network respectively. Then we find that eliminating the node whose connectivity degree is too 
high or too low for the query propagation can greatly reduce the redundant message consumption 
while still promising a good query propagation speed.  
Thus, we introduce the two filters, “top-filter” and “bottom-filter”, into the proposed query 
propagation algorithm (BFF), for selecting appropriate forwarders for propagating the query 
message throughout the network. Through the two filters implemented on each node, only parts 
of nodes are designated as the message forwarder for the query message delivery so that the 
unnecessary message forwarding traffic can be eliminated as much as possible. At the same time, 
the BFF algorithm promises that the query be propagated throughout the network as quickly as is 
done by the flooding-based routing algorithm. 
The experimental results show that the BFF algorithm guarantees a 100% node coverage rate in a 
small amount of message delivery traffic while introducing just a little redundant message 
consumption throughout the wireless sensor network.  
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